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A History of Publishing 
Excellence 

Leading provider of digital travel 
content 

Highly flexible delivery platform 

Partnerships with key global travel 
brands across Airline, Hotel and OTA 
sectors 

 
 

Founded in 1957 

#1 travel guide brand in N. America, 
fastest growing in UK 

Empowers people to explore, 
understand, and enjoy the planet we 
share 
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Airlines & Transport Travel Agencies Hotels Media/Retail 

Our Partners 
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Relevant Content 
At the Right time 
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Content 
That Inspires 
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Tone of Voice  
Content should be an extension 
of your Welcome! 
Develop a language based on 
your consumers experience of 
your product. 
For hotels create glossaries of 
hotel hardware and brand USPs. 
Set phrases and unique tone of 
voice to deliver consistency and 
style. (Editorial brief essential) 
Call to action 

Structure 
What are the user stories the 
content needs to answer? 
Which information is most 
relevant to your audience(s)?  
Don’t interfere with the booking 
path. 
Clear structure with user 
signposts (titles & sub-titles) 
Re-order content based on its 
importance to each audience. 
Well integrated links to deeper 
rich content 
Allow communication between 
relevant content and product. 

 

Tailored Content 
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Timely…. 
Content the provides a reason to book NOW! 

Conveys the local flavour of the destination 
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Thematic…. 

Objective   

Provide customers with articles 
that engage their customers 
views on travel topics 

Drive traffic and comment 

Strategy 

Develop editorial calendar of 
article themes and topics 

Create a tone of voice that 
initiates debate  

Results   
Newsletter articles generating 
between 50k and 140k PVs per 
month 

Highest number of comments for 
any articles on their travel site 
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Content 
That Speaks A 1000 words 
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Frommers.com  
Slideshows  

Objective   

Provide travellers with inspirational content that will 
increase their time onsite 

Engage customers at the beginning of their travel 
planning process (within Frommers.com and FB) 

Win new organic search traffic and grow page 
views per visit 

Strategy 
Develop a range of destination and thematic 
slideshows 

Ensure each slideshow tells a story by fusing 
imagery and narrative 

Create timely content to capture seasonal trends 
and timely events 

Results   
Over 20% increase in page views per visit  

Slideshows represent over 45% of traffic 

Best performing slideshow drove over 1.5M PVs in 
one month 

Average visit duration of 8.25 minutes  
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Rome 

 
Slideshow Examples: 
   

San Francisco 

http://destinations.aarp.org/rome/photo-gallery.html
http://destinations.aarp.org/san-francisco/photo-gallery.html
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Content 
That Speaks To Your 

Audience 
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SLH: Luxury Focus 
Objective 

Present SLH hotels as the gateway to 
key luxury destinations worldwide 

Improve search engine ranking with 
content to capture key search terms 

Convey brand values of luxury, 
privilege and authentic travel 
experiences 

Strategy 
Develop style and tone of voice to 
engage luxury audience 

Devise feature article package to 
target search terms and audience 

Results 
Enhanced user experience 

“Luxury Boutique Hotels in The 
Philippines” #1 

“Luxury Boutique Hotels in Portugal” 
#3 

“Luxury Boutique Hotels in Puerto 
Rico” #2 
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Cruise Content 
 

To help make informed choices on the Cruise line, Ship, Itinerary & maps 

That inspires the first time cruise customer; Slideshows, Ports of Call 
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Content 
That Converts 
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Objective   

To present Hotels.com as an authority on their 
destinations in key markets 

Increase conversion to book and build long-term 
brand loyalty 

Win new organic search traffic 

Strategy 
To devise a network of relevant multi-lingual 
articles 

To develop an intuitive content taxonomy and 
article  structure to ensure deep and relevant links 
to the product 

To define the hotels.com tone of voice and brand 
through the creation of high-quality unique content 

Results 
‘Top 10 Paris Food & Drink’ #1 Google.co.uk 

‘Where to Stay in Berlin’ #1 Google.co.uk 

‘Top 10 Valentines Destinations’ #1 Google.co.uk 

Significant increase in basket size 

Hotels.com: Structure To  
Aid Conversion 
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BA: Optimised Custom Content 

Objective   

Provide inspirational guides focused on 
vacation types e.g. beach holidays, family 
holidays as well as destinations and flights 

Sell BA Holidays as well as “flights to” 

Achieve high ranking on search engines for 
highly competitive and longer-tail terms 

Increase natural search referrals & drive sales 
from flight and holiday bookings 

Strategy 
Develop custom content component with high 
key word density  

SEO targeting of holiday types, from romantic 
breaks, beach holidays to Golfing Holidays 

Results on Google   
“Flights to New York” # 1 

“Romantic break Rome” #1 

“Shopping trips to Dubai” #1 

“Romantic break in Paris” # 1 

 

http://www.britishairways.com/travel/flights-to-new-york/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/flights-to-new-york/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/romantic-breaks-rome/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/romantic-breaks-rome/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/shopping-trips-dubai/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/shopping-trips-dubai/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/romantic-breaks-paris/public/en_gb
http://www.britishairways.com/travel/romantic-breaks-paris/public/en_gb
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Hotel Property Descriptions  

 Why book?  

Opening paragraph generates excitement 

and encourage booking  

Brand promise  
Emphasis on the brand experience. 

Welcomes the guest into the hotel  

Location  
The key things that your guest can do in the 

local area 

Call to action 
Final paragraph ties the hotel with an 

attraction and persuades the customer to 

book 

In the hotel 
Describes the hotels best assets: swimming 

pools, fitness centres, restaurants etc.  
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Content 
Utilised Everywhere 
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The Power of Metadata 

Deli 

Cafe 

Lower East 
Side 

Top 10 Deli’s 

Best 
Sandwich 

Best 
Breakfast 

One day 
walking tour 

Salami 

Best Hot 
Dog 

Open late 

2nd Avenue 

Subway F 
Waiter 
service 

Take-away 

Lower East 
Side 
Experiences 

New York 
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Mapping 
  Two ways to find your product via search or maps 

We now geo-code everything… 
Build rich local experiences using your content and product 

 
For Hotels what is more important location or price? 
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Content that is relevant to the user case and available across multiple views 

Transient customers want to seamlessly access and bookmark content 

Smartphones users require hyperlocal content 

 

 

Mobile Ready Content 
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Tailoring the content structure and type for different user cases and views 

Mobile web vs. Mobile app 

Enhanced content for tablet devices 

 

 

Mobile Ready Content 
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Social Content 

FB is the source of many dream 
stage trip discussions, where 
travel experiences are shared. 

 

Provide users with content that 
inspires them, drives actions and 
reasons to share. 

 

User actions are displayed on 
their Timeline and within their 
friends’ News Feeds and Tickers. 
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Content 
Personalization 
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Your Guide, Your Way 

Overview: 

Personalized travel guide 

Content customised by user 

Professionally printed and rapidly 
shipped to customer 

Or soon as PDF to your mobile 
device 

Itinerary + bing maps Travel guide Coupons 

FEATURES 

• Multiple Destinations 

• Customised Destination 

Guide 

• Customised Maps 

• Coupons 
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A Closer Look… 

http://www.frommers.com/go/remix
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Content + Product 
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Flexibility & Functionality 
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Content 
Management & Delivery 
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Content Management 
All digital assets managed in one place, narrative, imagery, video 
Content created and updated daily by network of expert travel writers 
Style guides and editorial briefs managed in one place 
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Flexible Content Delivery 
 

1. XML and JSON API feeds 
Core delivery system with content driven directly from our Travel CMS 

 

2. Object Based Delivery 
Configures Java based objects from our XML feeds to reduce development 
time 

 

3. Private Label Solution 
A fully managed highly flexible hosted solution allowing integration of client 
booking engine and 3rd party feeds (weather, ticketing etc.)   

 

4. XHTML Reverse Proxy / server side include delivery 
Client servers pull the hosted content and frame it with your header and 
footer / CSS,  which is delivered seamlessly to your customer. 
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Thank You 
 

glonghurst@wiley.com     
+44 (0)207 770 6072 

mailto:glonghurst@wiley.com

